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“We make people feel like children again.”
– Z Puppets Rosenschnoz
“Some people are dismissive about performing for children,”

“We take laughter

Chris Griffith and Shari Aronson, founders of Z Puppets

very seriously” –

Rosenschnoz explained, “but we see it as being on the front
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lines of the culture war – inspiring the next generation of artists
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and arts patrons.” Z Puppets performances are not just for

Puppets

children, but through the power of play, it can make people feel

Rosenschnoz

like children again.
Z Puppets believes that laughter is key to creating community.
Chris stated, “if you can laugh together, you can cry together or
have difficult discussions together.” This value of laughter can
be seen throughout all of Z Puppet’s work, even down to their
name. They wanted a name that would “begin the
transformative power of play;” hence, Z Puppets Rosenschnoz
- it makes you laugh, while paying homage to European

Chris and Shari in The

clowning, which is essential to their work.

Wise Fools of
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“It all began with a ping-pong ball,” Shari explained about the
origins of the company. Shari and Chris met - where many
puppet lovers meet – at In the Heart of the Beast Puppet and
Mask Theater and started making puppet-theater together in

1998. With Chris’ background as a street performer and juggler

“We synthesize

and Shari’s

complex ideas
into simple,

background as a playwright and drama educator, the two

understandable

combined forces through the medium of their shared passion –

performances” –

puppetry. Their first show, The Amazing Gnip Gnop Circus,
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starred glow-in-the-dark ping bong balls in a black light puppet
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spectacular. They have continued to perform and tour this

Puppets

show, along with a large repertoire of others, for the past 14
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years.
Z Puppets has a strong history of partnerships with many
different types of organizations and community groups. Each
community that they perform in, they do targeted outreach to
local organizations and businesses that might be interested in
the content or style of the show. They have partnered with
organizations to create new work based on topics requested by
partnering organizations. Some of these partnerships include
Minnesota History Center, Science Museum of Minnesota and
Minnesota Cancer Coalition. They have also partnered with the

Monkey Mind Pirates

Down Syndrome Association of Minnesota, American Indian
Family Center, Mankato Family YMCA and Southern Minnesota
Children’s Museum for residencies and performances that
feature community members.
These partnerships, along with creativity and tenacity, have

The Amazing Gnip
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allowed Z Puppets to bring over fifteen original productions and
hundreds of workshops to thousands of audience members.
Each of their shows combine the playfulness of puppets with
physical comedy and live music to spark the audience’s
imagination. Many of their shows include original music
composed by David DeGennaro and performed by an
ensemble of musicians. Z Puppets have been found
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performing at arts centers, outdoors festivals, schools,
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museums and libraries across the state and country.
Through their touring performances, Shari and Chris
discovered that when they would return to a community, many
families would remember specific lines, jokes or songs that
they performed years earlier. They started thinking about what
messages they felt needed to be remembered and repeated,
which led them to develop their most recent endeavor –
Monkey Mind Pirates - coined “the world’s only puppetry-rockyoga-opera.” With this show, they combine the principles of
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yoga and mindfulness into a playful, accessible rock-opera to

Platypus Adventure

combat feelings of stress and anxiety in children and adults.
Their unique touring model provides the flexibility and mobility
to bring theater to people who might not otherwise experience
it. This flexibility has made its way into their shows by
incorporating songs composed with the community and
providing other interactive theatrical experiences. They have
discovered that their show is the first experience many families
have had with live theater. Therefore, Z Puppets sees their
work as a doorway to the performing arts that can leave a
lasting impact on the audience and cultivate the next
generation of theater makers and patrons.
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Z Puppets has many different opportunities to experience their
work. As Shari said, “You just never know where we will pop
up!” We encourage you to check out their upcoming shows at:
www.zpuppets.org/calendar
OR book one of their shows at your venue! See their line-up of
shows at: www.zpuppets.org/performances
Visit Z Puppets Rosenschnoz Website: www.zpuppets.org
Contact Z Puppets Rosenschnoz: shari@zpuppets.org or
chris@zpuppets.org or call 612.724.1435

